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Aristotle on the Limits and Satisfactions of Political Life

Catherine H. Zuckert

Carleton College

In The Human Condition, Hannah Arendt attempts to revive the ancient

notion that the distinctively human lies in political action. She thus reminds

her readers of Aristotle's famous dictum (Politics 125333-5) that man is s

politicsl animal and its essentially controversial character at the same time she

explicitly dissociates herself from the ancient philosophic understanding. Unlike

the Latin commentators who reveal their misunderstanding by reducing political

to social, she recognizes, Plato and Aristotle retain a sense of the distinctively
public life of the polis. Nevertheless, these ancient philosophers establish the

tradition which subordinates practice to contemplation or philosophy; and it is

this hierarchy that she wishes to
challenge.1

As Leo Strauss has brilliantly

shown, Plato does establish both the viability and the superiority of philosophy

as a way of life by showing the limits of
politics.2

But the subordination of

politics to philosophy is not so clear in the works of Aristotle. In the Nicho-

machean Ethics, he suggests three different peaks of human excellence mag

nanimity, justice, and contemplation. And in the Politics, he presents the life of

the statesman or jzofarixog more or less in its own terms, as a life worth

choosing for its own sake or essentially a self-satisfying one.

The picture Aristotle gives of political life differs, moreover, in important

respects from the action Arendt praises. Although it is true that the Politics

begins by showing that the polis does not emerge until or unless the neces

sities of life are provided by the oikos, it is not true, as Arendt claims, that

the polis is characterized by a sharp distinction between public and private.

On the contrary, Aristotle shows that the regime (jioXixeia) shapes and so

infuses all aspects of private life, especially the family not through totalitarian

controls, of course, but rather by praise and blame expressed either in legisla

tion or mere opinion. Second, political life as depicted by Aristotle is not

animated simply by the desire for fame,
"immortality"

or
"distinction"

as Arendt

clsims. Becsuse humsn life is characterized by several incommensurable needs,

there is an enduring problem both of providing the requirements and of com-

penssting those who do. Politics essentislly concerns the question, who should

rule, which is a question not merely of recognition or honor but ultimately of

justice. Since this question can be answered only through complex snd con

tinuing deliberstion, politics is sn inherently rationsl activity. The simple dis

tinction between sction snd reason or theory does not fit: cpgovnoig includes

1. Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1958), pp.

10, 17-18, 155-56.

2. Leo Strauss, The City and Man (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1963), pp. 50-138.
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both. Finslly, the fundsmentsl pluralism of humsn life thst Arendt herself

stresses mskes it impossible for sll members of s community to psrticipste

fully in public or politicsl decisions. Man ss a species may be political with

a meaning yet to be fully explained but individual distinctions are products

of chance (birth) and plsce (the division of lsbor). Only by means of a vast

abstraction and simplification can we equate voting with the negotiations of a

secretary of state as political participation. We do, as Arendt urges, need a

better appreciation of "the
political."

As Aristotle shows, politics is both s

more noble snd s more limited humsn endeavor thsn we generally recognize.

Politics is not merely a
"search"

for power, according to Aristotle, nor does

it chsrscterize sll humsn relstions or sssocistions. On the contrary, politicsl

sctivity srises only sfter humsn beings meet their more fundsmental procreative

and economic needs. Since the members of a polity must continue to produce

new generations as well as to feed and defend themselves, the requirements of

both family snd economic organization (the division of labor) limit the scope

of political action. Aristotle shows, however, why neither purely social nor

economic relations satisfy human beings. And in showing why political activity

is both necessary and desirable, Aristotle reveals the reasons why every polit

ical association constitutes or involves a
"regime"

(jzoXltelcx) , that is, an order

ing of disparate groups and activities in which some rule others. Through his

discussion of regime Aristotle thus enables us to understand why political con

flict endures, why all political activity and association is partisl, why there is

never complete consensus or sgreement, snd thus why force is slwsys neces

sary to maintain order.

All human beings act from an attachment to their own existence, but they

do not all define their existence in the same way. Msn's bssic concern to

preserve his own life mskes economic considerations powerful in determining
the wsy of life of individusls or communities (i

256329-
I256b9), but economic

considerations slone never suffice to explsin sny psrticulsr regime, thst is,

humsn life sbove the level of subsistence, because the distribution of goods

can be altered by force. The decision as to who rules is s decision ss to whst

is most importsnt; since every human being values his own existence, even

tends to overestimate his own importance, everyone in the community is not

spt to sgree sbout who should rule. Some men seek honor rather thsn weslth,

moreover; their desires csn be fulfilled only through being elevsted sbove

others, and these sre the men most apt to engage in politics. Since most humsn

beings hsve to devote most of their lives to scquiring the necessities of exis

tence, very few will ever psrticipate fully in politics. The nature of any specific

regime thus very much depends on the character and wisdom of the men who

mske snd enforce the lsws. The fsct thst sll human beings and so rulers in

particular act out of self-love (1267330-35) does not mean that all govern

ment is necessarily oppressive or unjust. It does mean that it is extremely
difficult to construct and maintain a regime which recognizes and gives due
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weight to all the different kinds of contributions or activities necessary to main

tain a political 3ssociation. It requires deliberation, and such deliberative skill

emerges only in the context and on the bssis of political experience.

Aristotle's very first claim that the polis constitutes the highest and most

comprehensive form of human association surely flies in the face of the modern

liberal tendency to view the stste ss sepsrate and in some ways subordinate to

society.3

Yet our own experience in one of the least socialistic liberal democ

racies ought to tesch us thst the lsw reaches into virtually all realms of pri

vate endesvor, even when the object of the lsw is to protect freedom, the "right

to
privscy,"

for example. Even before the emergence of the welfsre state,

however, Alexis de Tocqueville showed thst the effects of Americsn democracy
extend far beyond the institutions of government into economic enterprise, reli

gion, all forms of intellectusl snd srtistic endesvor, the fsmily, and even the

individual's conception of himself. If political influence is so pervasive, it is

also fairly clear that it is not primarily or directly coercive. And Aristotle's

second sweeping claim is that politicsl rule differs essentislly from both despo

tism and patriarchal authority; the rule of s politikos (literally "political
man"

but usually translated statesman) is essentially different from that of a master

and that of a father. Our tendency (stemming from Locke) to associate govern

ment primarily with legislstion lesds us not only to underestimate the extent of

political influence but also to conceive of political action primarily in terms

of command snd enforcement. Since command and force are universal, we

conclude, so is politics. Aristotle suggests, on the contrary, that understanding

politics primarily in terms of
"power"

involves a fundamental misconception of

the nature of political order.

Politicsl order represents s compound of several different but equally neces

sary kinds of association. If there are no people, there will be no polis. Politi

cal order thus includes the male-femsle procrestive relation. If there is no

food, there will be no people, so the existence of political order also requires

the intelligent organization of labor to provide the necessary goods. Aristotle

describes the intelligent organizstion of Isbor in terms of the msster-slave rela-

tion, becsuse the production of goods at anything more than individual sub

sistence level requires s division of lsbor. The fact that there are necessary

economic conditions for the emergence of political order also means that politics

is not universal; men are not able to deliberate sbout the best way of life until

their vitsl needs are met. Under unfavorable circumstsnces, it msy require sll

their time and effort merely to survive.

Unlike Marx, Aristotle insists that the first form of human sssociation, the

family, consists in the merger of two different natural relations: the erotic,

male-female or procreative relation as well as the master-slave, or economic

in the narrower, modern sense, division of lsbor. Self-preservstion operates

3. Harry V. Jaffa,
"Aristotle."

in Leo Strauss and Joseph Cropsey, ed.. History of Political

Philosophy (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1972), PP- 65-68.
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on a species as well as an individual level.
"Barbarians"

make the mistake of

confusing the two distinct relations, Aristotle argues, when they trest women

ss slsves. Procrestion is not simply snother form of production; the fsmily
does not develop solely from the requirements of survivsl or need. On the con

trary, Aristotle suggests, there is slwsys s positive sttrsction to life itself ss

well as to other human beings st the root of every humsn society. Human

beings form family groups not merely from necessity but also from desire.

Once formed, however, the association affects both the constituent needs and

desires. To maintain the family, and so give birth to future generations, sex

uality must be restricted both with regsrd to partner and the number of progeny,

while the need to produce snd provide grestly expsnds. The interplsy of the

two roots of the most bssic form of humsn sssocistion is thus instructive ss to

the nsture of the higher, more complex politicsl order. All humsn associations

consist of several, irreducibly different parts or relations. Aristotle's approach

to politics is thus both fundamentally pluralistic and fundamentally hierarchical.

The concept of
"regime"

is central to his political science, because he under-

stsnds politicsl order ss s compound or srticulstion of several, irreducibly
different psrts. As sll parts of the household sre sffected or shaped by the

requirements of raising future generations, so all parts of the political order are

affected by the particular way of life the members of the polis seek to preserve.

Once humsn beings meet their needs, Aristotle observes, their desires ex-

psnd. They do not merely wsnt life, they wsnt s good life, the best life pos

sible; snd in seeking the good life, they form politicsl sssocistions. In con

trast to the formstion of the household order or fsmily, the oikos, which srises

out of the combinstion of instinct snd need, politicsl order is instituted inten

tionally, as a matter of conscious choice. Although men sre nsturslly inclined

to sssociste politically, political associations do not spontaneously emerge the

way families do. The greatest benefactor to mankind, Aristotle observes, was

the man who first invented and instituted political order (1253331-34).

At a subsistence level, human life is ruled by necessity. Once men produce

more than they need, they also choose a way of life, slmost of necessity, be

csuse instinct is so much wesker in humsn beings thsn it is in other 3nimsls.

Humsn beings hsve to order snd direct their own lives becsuse of the indeter

minacy or openness of human nature. They are able to order their lives by
virtue of their rational faculty or logos. But as Jean-Jscques Rousseau later

argued, human beings develop their speech and resson only in sssocistion with

one another. There is, strictly speaking, no completely individual capacity for

choice or self-rule. Rather than emphasize the openness or indeterminacy of

human life, Aristotle thus stresses the importance and difficulty of making a

good choice, that is, of developing man's practical reason, and its political

foundation.

Although human beings can and clearly do exist without associating politi

cally, Aristotle declares that the polis is prior to the individual, because each
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develops his
"individuality"

or particularity as well as his distinctly human

qualities only in political association. The quslities which most distinguish one

msn from snother develop only through specislizstion snd s division of lsbor.

So long ss one man uses all his energy to provide for himself and a family, he

is not apt to develop a talent for geometry, music or painting. Since human

beings csnnot live at sny level sbove subsistence except in cooperation with

others, the choice of s wsy of life csn be msde only through sssocistion, snd

men sssociste with esch other only on the bssis of the friendship thst arises from
sn sgreement sbout whst is right or just. Men who do not trust esch other do

not deliberate together sbout whst they should do; they seek to defend them

selves from possible incursions. Humsn beings thus develop their nstursl

potentisl to order or direct their own lives, their logos, only in politicsl asso-

cistions. and political associations are founded on an sgreement about what is

right or just. Human speech and reason extend beyond the mere animal expres

sion of pleasure and pain to calculations of what is useful or harmful. But

logos is not merely instrumental, as Aristotle understands it. How can men

calculate what is useful without a standard of measure of what
"X"

is useful or

hsrmful to? Logos thus includes the ability to articulate, compare and rank

various desires, to determine what is right, ss well ss the cspscity to deter

mine whst is conducive to achieving these ends. Men thus exercise and express

their full rational potential only in politicsl association.

Although individuals acquire both their distinctive talents and traits along

with their ability to choose a way of life only in a political association, in

dividual differences are not merely or completely products of the division of

labor. On the contrary, Aristotle argues, there are natural differences in indi

vidual potential; it is the existence of such differences that makes the division

of labor rational, productive, and generally beneficial. If there were no such

natural differences in potential, neither differentiation nor hierarchy of any kind

would be just. Specialization would merely constitute a restriction and contor

tion of human potential. All social organization would rest ultimately on arbi

trary preferences and coercive control. The master-slave relation represents the

simplest and most extreme esse.

Aristotle's discussion of the master-slave relation reveals two fundamental

characteristics of all human association: (1) the utility of a division of labor,

and (2) the need to use force to maintain order. Like Marx, Aristotle suggests

that the most fundamental division of labor is that between mind or soul and

body.4
Through an snslysis of the compound constitution of the individusl humsn

being, however, Aristotle argues that such a division is necesssry, natural, and

beneficial. If soul does not rule body, that is, if there is no intelligent direc

tion of physical motion, no man will long survive. Rule of the soul or mind is

thus necessary and beneficial for both ruler and ruled. By analogy, Aristotle

4. Karl Marx, "The German
Ideology,"

reprinted in Robert Tucker, The Marx-Engels Reader,

2nd ed. (New York: Norton, 1978), p. 159.
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therefore argues, one man has a right to control the actions of another com

pletely, to own him, if the two are related to each other as soul is to body.

The nstursl slsve is thus s humsn being with enough resson to follow orders

but not to direct his own life. He lscks enough foresight snd control to order

his own sffsirs sufficiently to survive without direction. Rule by s msster is

good for the slsve ss well ss the msster, becsuse the slsve left slone is unsble

to preserve himself. All humsn beings sre nsturslly sttached to their own exis

tence, so preservstion msy certsinly be regsrded ss good. Although msstery is

just when both psrties benefit, the justice of msstery does not rest on the

consent of the slsve. It could not becsuse the nstursl or justly enslsved man

is enslsved precisely becsuse he is not sble to determine or to do whst is best

for himself. The masters have to determine which men ought to be slaves and

force them to serve. Mastery can be just even when it rests on force rather

than consent, but forceful conquest does not suffice to establish just rule. Only
common benefit establishes justice.

The only reason human beings associate with each other is for their mutual

benefit or pleasure, but mutual benefit does not necessarily mean equal benefit.

Aristotle wss certsinly not quixotic or unobservsnt enough to believe thst men

enslsve others in order to preserve or benefit the slsves. They tske slsves be

csuse they wsnt to use them to obtsin or to do what the masters want, for the

benefit of the mssters, not the slsves. Aristotle does not emphssize the com

mon benefit which for the slsves is mere preservation so much as the essen

tially instrumental character of mastery. Despite a common opinion to the con

trary, Aristotle argues, careful examination of the situation shows that command

snd control of the sctions of other humsn beings snd the division of lsbor in

volved in thst commsnd sre not good or desirable in themselves. A fortunate

master will find a reliable steward to manage his slaves for him so that he will

be free to engage in politics or philosophy (i255b30-37). Human excellence

or virtue does not consist merely in the recognition of superiority by others; it

consists in a way of life, a kind of activity thst the psrticipsnts find satis-

fying in itself, not as a means to some other good. Aristotle's suggestion that

the work of slsves might be performed by "divine
machines"

msy mske the dif

ference he sees between politics snd msstery clesrer to the modern reader.

Technology, again the intelligent direction of physical force, is supposed to in

crease our power or ability to realize our desires; it is essentially instrumental

rather than choiceworthy or valuable in and of itself. It could only replace

politics, deliberation and judgment by rigidly restricting the mental develop
ment and the variety of life it is supposed to

serve.5

Both the emergence and continued existence of a politicsl sssocistion de

pend upon the intelligent use of force to msintsin order snd a division of labor

5. There are, indeed, some who fear that it will. Cf. Joseph Weizenbaum, Computer Power
and Human Reason: From Judgment to Calculation (San Francisco: Freeman, 1976), and Jacques

Ellul, Technological Society (New York: Knopf, 1964).
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to produce enough to free some from the press of necessity. Both the need for

coercion and a division of labor inherent in the master-slave relation belong
to the household; both are necessary parts or elements of every political order,

but neither constitutes its essence, that which makes it distinctly political. On

the contrary, both of these necessary elements constitute limitations of politics

the extent to which it can be free, reasonable, just and beneficial to all.

Aristotle indicates the extent of such limitations only briefly when he observes

two respects in which nature falls short of her
"intention."

First, she
"intends"

that masters and slaves be visibly distinguishable (I254b27~34). In fsct, it is

difficult if not impossible to tell who is s nstursl slsve snd who s msster,

becsuse the primsry difference is one of intellectual potential rather than physi

cal strength, and intellectual potential cannot be seen. In order to be identified,

intellectual potential has to be actualized, and the actualization depends upon a

child's social (family) and, later, political position. As the Coleman report has

more recently reminded us, the development of a child's intelligence depends

very much on his family circumstances. A good family life does not suffice to

produce excellence, moreover. As Aristotle observes (i255bi-5), outstanding

men do not always have excellent sons, not only because public men often

neglect their own families but also because the sons do not have the same

potential. Human excellence is not simply inherited, although nature again

"intends"

it. Social and political order, the division of labor, does not and

never will clearly and perfectly reflect the differences in individual potentisl

snd talent, becsuse the development of potential into excellence presupposes

social order. But the fact that political order can only approximate and never

completely duplicate the naturally indicated order does not lead Aristotle to

abandon the natural as the standard of right.

Contrary to Marx, Aristotle suggests that the division of labor arises not so

much from need as from the desire to live
well.6

One man can support himself

alone with only an ox. Unfortunstely, the same tendency to amass more than

they need also prevents most human beings from ever realizing their desires.

Although acquisition ought to be defined and limited by the requirements of a

fully sstisfying life, since the utility of sny
"mesns"

must be determined by

its
"end"

or purpose, it is much essier, ss Aristotle observes, to see the utility

of goods and money thsn it is to find s fully satisfying way of life. Most

men thus devote themselves to acquiring as much as they can, because they are

ultimately more concerned with their mere preservation than they sre with

living well (I257b4i-i258&2).

As Hobbes lster emphssizes, human beings never know exsctly whst they

will need, so they amsss ss much ss possible to take csre of ss msny future

contingencies as
possible.7

But, Aristotle insists, this unlimited desire for acqui

sition results in a fundamental perversion. Rather than use money and goods

6. Marx, op. cit., pp. 156-58.

7. Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan VI, XIII.
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to improve the quality of their lives by raising their level of activity, most

men exercise and improve their faculties in order to acquire more goods. The

first illustration Aristotle uses is indicative. Men need courage in order to live

well, that is, not to live in fear, but in mercenary armies or wars for con

quest, they make courage merely into a means of acquiring more wealth. They
never find satisfaction in their own activity; they look only for the (external)

rewards.

Although Aristotle's view of the primary driving forces in the lives of most

men is thus quite similar to Hobbes', there are two important differences.

First, Aristotle describes a positive attachment to life rather than the negstive

fesr of death or the unknown. The naive or natural view is that life is good,

something to be desired. Second, Aristotle maintains that there are some few

who are not moved solely by the desire for acquisition or mere life. In taking

account only of the majority, Hobbes does not reveal the full human truth. A

few can achieve full satisfaction in philosophy or government. If that is true,

human life does not necessarily and always consist merely in striving that

ceases only in death. So long as some human beings have to devote their lives

to providing the goods, that is, so long a division of labor is necessary, every

one will not be able to devote his or her life to politics or philosophy.

Nevertheless, if most men seek good without end. there is bound to be

competition and conflict on what we call economic grounds. And where there

is conflict, force must be used to estsblish order. The use of force is therefore

necesssry in instituting politicsl order not only to provide necessities in the

form of the msster-slsve relstion but slso to desl with the conflict thst results

from the expsnsion of desire thst follows the productive success of a division

of labor. Since scarcity does not result so much from the limits of natural

goods as the unlimited range of human desire, the productivity of modern

technology would not fundamentally alter the situation. As Aristotle argues in

Book II, acquisitive desires give rise to conflict which cannot be solved by

solely economic means.

Plato attempted to abolish self-interested conflict or
"factions."

especially

between rich and poor, by making the citizens of his politeia as much like

each other as possible and having them share everything. This most radical

communism ever proposed is radically defective, according to Aristotle, in both

means and end. If a political society necesssrily comprehends several different

functions, conflict csnnot be reduced by destroying differentistion without

destroying the possibility of politics ss well. Politicsl deliberation consists pre

cisely in determining the difficult question of which activities to encourage

smong which groups of citizens snd how to reward them with goods or praise.

Like Plato, Aristotle asserts that education is the way to produce political unity,

but Aristotle criticizes Plato for not recognizing the significance of economic

function for education. If the farmers and guardians receive the same education,

Aristotle asks, how will they remain able to perform their different functions?
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If they don't, how does the educational scheme unify the city? Education means

more than the acquisition of skills and common beliefs; human beings learn

largely by doing, so their education is virtually inseparable from their way of

life. Rsther than unity itself or in the abstract, it is the desire to foster and

protect an accepted way of life that holds together different activities which

necessarily constitute a polity.

Although Plato purports to rely on education to unify his politeia, Aristotle

observes, he actually depends more on the communistic institutions. Aristotle's

critique of these institutions thus points to his understanding of the origin or

core of the politicsl conflict thst Plsto tried to svoid self-love. Humsn beings

sre nsturslly first attached to their own existence. By having all citizens own

all property in common, Aristotle argues, Plato insures that no one will take

care of any of it. Each will tend to leave the msnagement of the
"commons"

to others, and it will not be possible to identify the failure of any specific

individual to contribute his share because no one hss sny psrticulsr responsi

bility for any specified psrt. The ssme observstion spplies even more strongly

to the fsmily snd the raising of children. Men care for their own, both as an

extension of themselves and because others hold them responsible. By making

the city into one big family, Plato does not extend a close tie, therefore, so

much as dissolve it. No one any longer
"belongs"

to any one else.

The foundation of the traditional family structure is not solely economic

or primarily bssed on the general difference between the sexes in physicsl

strength snd reproductive function, sccording to Aristotle. On the contrary, the

fsmily comprises three different relstions. One is the msster-slsve or economic

function, but thst is only one. Women are not properly slaves, because they

can reason; the relation between husband and wife is a
"political"

one of

equals, as opposed to the despotic rule of slaves or the monarchical guidance

of children (1259b!). Since it involves choice, the conjugal relstion is not

merely animal, erotic, or procreative. Third and most important, however, is

the educationsl relstion of psrents to children. Like sdults, children csn be

educsted only if their needs sre met, but most sdults will care enough to take

the trouble only for their own children, as an extension of themselves or, at

least, as a duty for which they are publicly and individually held responsible.

The family structure is thus necessary, because men will care for their children

only when these are publicly and privately identifisble ss theirs. As Aristotle

indicstes in his discussion of the differences between politicsl snd subpolitical

associations in Book I, the family is economically necessary to produce future

generations of human beings. It is politically necessary to make most men act

to preserve the regime by taking csre to psss on their own wsy of life to their

children. The specific chsrscter snd regulstion of fsmily life will therefore slso

vary according to the regime (1260b12-18).

If education is, or ought to be, the first concern of any government, a public

system will be provided and the laws will regulate family life as well ss more
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formsl studies. If educstion remains almost entirely within the private family,

the division of labor will certainly be unjust, because privste weslth snd family
position will determine future occupations rather than individual potential. Citi

zens will be encouraged to care for their own, moreover, rather than what is

common. Like Plato, Aristotle is aware of the Spartan system of public and

equal, although segregated, education for both males and females. Like Plato,

he suggests that men will not be educated unless their mothers are also (1260a).

Unlike Plato, however, Aristotle srgues that public efforts cannot entirely
re-

plsce fsmily ties. Personsl sttention is importsnt not merely becsuse humsn

beings desire it, but becsuse it is such a clesr indicstion of whst is vslued.

If educstion is truly deemed to be important, fathers will concern themselves

with it not only in general, in the law, but also as it specifically concerns

their own sons. Indeed, concern for the existence and future of their own

families constitutes one of the strongest bonds uniting men in a polity. Political

unity cannot be achieved by destroying man's attachment to his own, Aristotle

suggests, because politics itself grows out of this self-same attachment.

Aristotle states his full view of the political function of the family only as

a critique of Plato, because the family structure involves another fundamental

limitation on political justice. Plato suggested the "community of wives and

children"

not only in order to overcome man's attachment to his own but also

to offer both sexes an "equal
opportunity"

to develop their individual poten

tial, that is, as a matter of justice rather than efficiency. In Book I, Aristotle

claims that as the master rules the slave by nature, so the man leads the woman

(except when the union is against nature, that is, when a woman marries her

inferior) (1259b1-5). He thus implicitly recognizes the possibility explicitly

discussed in the Republic (4550-4563) thst s womsn inferior to 3 few men

will still be superior to most. Since he insists thst the conjugal associstion is

politicsl 3nd reflects in the immediste sequel thst political relstions generally
occur between equsls, who rule snd sre ruled in turn, it is difficult to see why
he nevertheless concludes that the man should alwsys rule (i259b5-io). In

describing the basis of the three different kinds of rule or relations in the

household, Aristotle explains that the parts are different. Where the slave does

not participste in council or deliberation (fiovXevtixov) at all, both women

and children do, but the woman's participation is axvgov, without authority,
and the child is undeveloped (dasXeg). To ssy that the womsn deliberates

without authority, rule or decisiveness (the alternative meanings of xvgioc;) is

as much as to say that her reason does not rule because she does not rule.

Aristotle does not give the reason why she does not rule or justify the ex

ception to the ordinary equality in political relations.

Aristotle admits that his discussion of the family and the proper excellence

and functions of its varied psrts in Book I is not complete (i26ob8-20). The

question must be reconsidered in the context of the discussion of the different

regimes becsuse it is s question of the respective excellences of ruled and
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rulers. The fsmily is, sfter all, but a part of the polis, and the excellence of

the part is relstive to the whole. When Aristotle returns to the question of the

relative excellences of ruler and ruled in Book III (1277^4-30), he also dis

cusses the different virtues of the two sexes. The only virtue peculiar to rulers.

he concludes, is cbgovrjoig or practicsl resson which is and can be developed

only in the process of governing, that is, in use. Otherwise the virtues of the

ruler and the ruled are the same; the ruler must know how to obey (himself

and others) before he can rule. The virtues of the two sexes differ, not because

of differences in natural potential for deliberation, according to Aristotle, but

because of their different household functions. According to the true laws of

the household (olxovoLiia), the business of the man is to acquire where that of

the woman is to secure. (Is Aristotle guilty of an ironic pun here? The verb

he uses to describe the female function, cbvXctTTEtv, hss the ssme root ss

the noun, tbvkaxr), thst Plsto uses to describe the rulers in the Republic.) The

definition of the functionsl difference underlying sexusl differences in excel

lence seems to refer bsck to the srt of war, described ss s form of the art of

acquisition and so oikonomia in Book I (i256b24-28). If so, the sexual divi

sion of labor in the household reflects differences in physical strength more

than deliberative potential; and the woman's silence or
"modesty"

is a product

more of place than intellectual deficiency. Aristotle's discussion of slavery

makes it clear, moreover, that he does not regard physical strength as a legiti

mate ground for
rule."

Defense is usually considered to be just while tsking the property and lives

of others is not. Perhaps for thst resson Aristotle includes the srt of wsr or

the hunting of slsves only conditionally in the true oikonomia and art of the

statesman. Only if nature provides for man's needs as she does for the chick

with the yolk, is the taking of slaves just. Aristotle does not srgue thst there

will be a sufficient number of natural slaves to serve the needs of each oikos

or polis; on the contrary, in Book VII (1330326-33) he indicates that even in

the best regime some who are not naturally slaves will be forced to serve others

by proposing to free some of them. (A natural slave could not be freed, be

cause he is incapable of taking csre of himself.) Even the best politicsl order

does not snd cannot correspond exsctly to the uneven distribution of nstural

potential among individuals.

Just as slavery is finally justified not merely by a natural difference among

individuals in talent but also as a necessary means or part of a greater whole,

the political association, so is the perpetual debarment of women from poli

tics.9

Some must provide the necessities so that others csn be free. So Aristotle

8. See also Arlene Saxonhouse, "Aristotle's Critique of
Socrates'

Community of
Wives,"

paper

prepared for presentation at the Midwest Political Science Association meetings, April 19-21.

1979, Chicago, Illinois.

9. Even Susan Okin, Women in Western Political Thought (Princeton: Princeton University

Press, 1979). p. 235. admits that Aristotle treats women in accord with his general teleological

understanding, not as exceptions to the rule for men.
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observes st the end of his critique of Plsto's Laws (i265b22-27) thst some one

must msnsge the household. In Book I, however, Aristotle suggests thst it is

desirable to find s steward to oversee the employment of one's slaves in order

to free oneself for politics or philosophy. Why couldn't a wife also hire a

household manager? In contrast to slsvery, the subordinstion of women does

not sppesr to rest primsrily on the need for sn economic division of labor.

True, the provision of necessities is a prerequisite of politicsl life; but it is

not sufficient. Men must slso be educsted; snd ss Aristotle points out in his

critique of Plsto's sttempt to mske politicsl order correspond to nstursl dif

ferences, men will not sttend to the educstion of their sons unless they sre

certsin these children sre in fsct theirs. The fundsmentsl resson women sre

bsrred from the full development of their deliberative fsculties in public life

sppesrs to be the need to msximize esch husbsnd's conviction thst his wife's

children sre his own so thst he will tend to their educstion. As public con

cern for educstion decresses, in s democracy for exsmple, Aristotle lster ob

serves, so does the need to regulste the sctivities of women snd children.

Sexusl differentistion of function does hsve a natural foundation, but that

foundation appears to consist more in man's love of his own than in differ

ences between the sexes in potential intellectual ability.

Aristotle is thus very much aware of the role of self-interest in politics snd

its primsrily economic msnifestation. He simply insists that as forms of human

existence differ, so do the expressions and demsnds of self-interest. Since sll

interests are not simply economic, he points out in his critique of Phaleas, all

conflicts of interest cannot be solved solely by economic means. Because eco

nomic desires extend beyond need, as soon as need is met, conflict will not

end by giving all equal shares. Some will try to get more, not simply because

they want more things, but because they wsnt honor, to be recognized by other

men ss being better. Since economic desires resdily expsnd beyond need, eco

nomic conflict is inevitsble snd csn be regulsted only by noneconomic means,

that is, government. Government will also be based on self-interest, but interest

of a different kind. Relatively few people in sny community hsve either the

opportunity or the desire to psrticipate regularly in directing its affairs. Most

people will be content merely to be left alone to mansge their own
business.10

Prompted by stsrvation, people may revolt, but such popular uprisings are rela

tively rare and certainly not of long duration. The people who desire s place

in government on an ongoing basis will not be prompted by need so much as a

desire for
"more,"

which is most often a desire for recognition.

Political conflict is thus not fundamentally or properly speaking economic in

origin. Precisely for that reason, Aristotle suggests, it is possible to obtain

civil peace, if the desire for recognition, office, or honors of the few mskes

them unwilling to engage in purely scquisitive sctivities snd they sre granted

io. Cf. Machiavelli. Prince IX.
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the power to control the scquisitive desires of others with force (i267b4-io).

The wsy in which s community sllocates offices and honors is thus absolutely

crucial, because it determines the kinds of activities or achievements ambitious

men pursue and whether or not they will see an opportunity to realize their de

sires and so support the regime.

Aristotle mskes us confront the fsct thst the
"people"

set politically only

with leadership or organization. The character snd educstion of the leaders is

thus the decisive political phenomenon, even in democracies. Political leaders

can be led or educated through an appeal to their desire for recognition, but

Aristotle reminds us that the desire for recognition is not the only motive

which brings men into politics. Some also seek to become tyrants, to have the

power to do whatever they want, or as he says, to have pleasure without pain.

They are mistaken in this attempt, he suggests, because there are always
"costs"

or
"trade-offs"

in politics of the kind we have discussed in the context of the

division of lsbor. The only source of pure plessure is philosophy, presumsbly

ss Plsto argues, because the truth is the only good human being can share

without losing any themselves, that is, the only good they can truly hold in

common and noncompetitively.

Nevertheless, Aristotle does not support Montesquieu's later suggestion that

ancient political virtue consists fundsmentslly in an appeal to the desire for

recognition and is basically
military."

Aristotle argues that this is true of ancient

practice, particulsrly of Spsrts, but he insists thst militsry prowess does not

constitute the whole of practical or political virtue. The excellence of a ruler, as

Aristotle presents it, is primarily intellectual. It consists in duplicating the com

plex determination Aristotle himself begins in Book III of what is just not only

in general but also in the specific circumstances. Such considerations apply not

only to the founding, the fundamental law, or the organization of offices and

honors in the constitution, but also potentially to every piece of legislation,

every particular administrative decision, because, as Aristotle observes, small

changes, in the qualifications for voting, for example, can change the entire

constitution (128934-6; 1303321-25). It takes great prudence to foresee the

long-term effects of current actions. These deliberations are thus continually

necessary snd so difficult thst they tsx snd fully occupy s human being's entire

mental snd physicsl capscity. They are inherently satisfying, although not en

tirely without pain, becsuse political decisions slwsys
involve hsrd 3lternstives

snd 3lw3ys h&ve costs, since they always benefit some more than others. In any

form of government, only a few participate at this level and so realize the full

benefits. Everyone csnnot govern; st most the rulers will tske turns. Most will

slwsys sttend primsrily to the means of their own self-preservation.

If very few people ever take part in full political deliberation, very few will

fully understand the reasons for any set of lsws. Most will obey on the bssis

1 1. Montesquieu. Spirit of the Laws IV, V.
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of s general trust or belief that the laws sre beneficisl. But every time the

lsw is chsnged, this general belief will be brought into question. Aristotle thus

criticizes
Hippodamus'

suggestion that innovation should be rewarded snd so

encouraged. Since every change hss such s fundsmentsl cost, only msjor re

forms should even be considered. Reform per se cannot be advocsted without

undermining obedience to the law.

Improvement in politics is possible and reason is the major source of im

provement. Politicsl resson is essentislly deliberative rather thsn linesr or

simply additive, however, for two reasons. First, there sre competing and non-

commensurable elements to be weighed, and second, the weight of each de

pends somewhat upon the particular circumstsnces, which sre slwsys chsnging.

The most important political decision, as we have seen, is the constitutional

one determining what the offices or honors shall be and who is eligible for

them. In short, who should rule. This question is difficult, slthough not im

possible to snswer, Aristotle sees, becsuse of the necessary differentiation of

function. Several groups can claim to provide what is most essential to the

politicsl association and, therefore, the right to have the decisive voice in its

affairs. No one group can provide all the community's needs, so any group(s)

denied the right to participate to the extent of electing officials st least will

have some just grounds for complsint. The primsry sttschment to his own exis

tence of esch individusl will, moreover, tend to mske esch group overestimste

the importance of its own contribution and denigrate the services of others.

Conflict almost necessarily results; whether dissent is voiced or not, there will

never be perfect agreement or consent underlying any regime. Man's self-love

not only makes unanimous consent extremely unlikely but also invalidates con

sent as the sole measure of justice.

Unlike modern relativists, Aristotle insists that it is possible to answer the

question, who should rule, with reason. There are two kinds of considerations

to be taken into account. First, there are the broad criteria set by the ends of

the association. A political association is more than a market or a mutual de

fense pact, Aristotle argues, because different polities can trade or slly with

each other without becoming politically united (1280a). Political sssocistion in

volves sgreement on s desirable way of life, and those who contribute to the

maintensnce of this distinctive way of life have a greater claim to participate

in the government than those who simply contribute to its subsistence by pro

viding food or defending its territory. All contributions or services to the polity

are not necessarily performed by discrete groups, however. Farmers can also be

soldiers, and soldiers can become judges. In order to determine what groups

should participate in making decisions for the community, and to what extent,

one must also look at the specific circumstances or people to see which group
or groups, on the whole, contribute most and so deserve to rule.

Mechanics or artisans represent the limiting and so most revealing case.

Clearly, mechanics and artisans are not "nstursl because they are able
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to order their lives and preserve themselves. Their need to lsbor prevents them

from doing more. They contribute to the msintensnce of the life of the city,

but they csnnot psrticipste in politics or government in any very mesningful

sense, becsuse they have not the time, experience, or occasion to follow and

participate in public deliberations. The institution of political association does

not, therefore, enable members of this class to reach their full human potentisl.

Aristotle concludes, therefore, that they should not be citizens in sny
well-

ordered regime (i 278s). Have they not been treated unjustly, we might respond;

they, too, contribute to the common good. Should they not at lesst be sllowed to

vote? Aristotle would respond that they enjoy the advantages of law and order;

in exchange for their contribution to the preservation of the city, they, too, are

preserved. Nevertheless, he concludes that it is dsngerous not to let them hsve

some shsre in the enjoyment of power; for a polis with a body of disenfran

chised citizens who are numerous and poor must necessarily be a polis which

is full of enemies (128^28-31). Men love their own, and they will view the

government as their own only if they participate in it to a certain extent. Aris

totle thus mskes his recommendstion with regsrd to artisans in full view of

the potential costs.

Democracies tend to be more stable than other forms of government, Aris

totle observes, but they also tend to be ill-governed. If the people decide issues

or vote for a psrty platform directly, they do so on the bssis of insdequste

information and disregard for the need to adapt to changing circumstances. If

they merely vote for officials to make these decisions for them, they must be

very fine judges of character (i28ib-i282a; I326b2). Usually they are not.

Either they blame officials for problems they had no control over, or they ele

vate sycophantic scoundrels. (Aristotle might well recall
Athens'

trestment of

Perikles as well ss Kleon.) Most fundsmentsl, however, s government which

elevates the necessities of life and those who provide them, whether democratic

or oligarchic, implicitly endorses and frees the acquisitive desires. It will neces

sarily be corrupt in itself and corrupt the people. The only check on the ac

quisitive desires is reason, but Aristotle recognizes that the people who see the

reasons why acquisition should be limited are few, so few that they will not

be apt to press their claims to rule. They have too much practical sense

(130404-5). They see that they will be
"outvoted"

in effect by others. To the

extent to which all government rests on the consent of the many, it is not

based on reason.

Although reason can solve the political problem. Aristotle suggests that it is

not likely to be effective very often at least not fully effective. The best

regime generally possible is not a regime which elevates the best men (an

"aristocracy") but one which checks the worst abuses of power. In a "mixed

or polity, elections and offices are structured so that they balance the

powers of the people (numbers) and their relatively moderate desires against

the rapacity of the few wealthy. There are many possible structures or varia-
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tions, Aristotle recognizes, but no such mixture is possible where there is not

a substsntial middle class. Only the middle class has an interest in keeping the

balance, because they would suffer from either expropriation and redistribution

of all property by the poor or oppressive taxation by the party of the rich.

Even regimes which do not intentionally and explicitly seek to educate their

citizens have a formative effect, but in these regimes predominantly economic

factors have a much more powerful role.

Many people, Aristotle observes, believe that there are fundamentally only

two types of government democracies and oligarchies. (The distinction lives

on in contemporary political science in the contrast between authoritarisn and

psrticipstory.) Distinguishing them merely in terms of the number of people

involved does not describe regimes sccurstely, however. As Aristotle reminds

us, the rule of the
"people"

or s
"msjority"

still represents the rule of the

whole by s psrt, very often in its own self-interest. Politics is slwsys psrtial.

The government of msny educsted middle-clsss citizens is significsntly differ

ent, moreover, from the rule of poor pesssnts. Men tend to cstegorize all re

gimes ss either democracies or oligsrchies, Aristotle suggests, not simply on

the bssis of the number of people involved but becsuse rich snd poor sppear

to be the only mutually exclusive characteristics of ruling classes. Since it is

possible to be both poor snd brave or rich snd educated, democracy and oli

garchy or simple economic and numerical classifications do not suffice to de

scribe a regime. There are monarchies, aristocracies, and polities as well as

democracies, oligarchies, and tyrannies. Whether the ruling clsss defines its

self-interest in terms of the prosperity of the whole or over snd against other

classes makes a fundamental difference. Even when the ruling party is more

evidently and narrowly self-interested and defines its interest primarily in eco

nomic terms, there are still important practicsl differences smong oligsrchies

and democracies.

Political action always reflects self-interest, as Aristotle presents it, but that

fact alone does not suffice to show that it is unjust or will be effective. Like

sll human beings, rulers act for their own good. Whether their rule is just or

not depends on how they understand their own interest. The best man would

see that it is not in his interest to abuse s slsve or srtissn; the middle clsss

is also politically self-controlled, but for economic rather than moral reasons,

in its public sets but not on an individual or private level. Although a mixed

regime is not possible without a large middle class, that is, the best regime

generally possible depends on the existence of s certsin distribution of weslth,

the distribution of wealth is not in itself politically determinative because gov

ernment can change the distribution through taxation or outright expropriation.

The political effects of both the distribution of wealth snd the mode of pro

duction, so to speak, are more indirect. They affect the polity largely through

the effect they have on the characteristic attitudes of the people.

The differences Aristotle describes among democracies and oligarchies, for
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example, have two primarily economic sources: the distribution of property and

population on the one hsnd Aristotle slwsys insists thst the two factors be

related snd the "mode of
production"

on the other. If s democracy is com

posed of msny smsll lsndholders or farmers, it is apt to be law-abiding snd

highly stsble. Small lsndholders or fsrmers necesssrily hsve to spend most of

their time sttending to their own sffsirs. Since they sre geographically dis

persed, it is difficult for them to organize or participste directly in political

deliberation very often. They will tend, therefore, to support the rule of law

and to maintsin widespresd distribution of property (by opposing oppressive

tsxstion), becsuse both sre in their rather immediate and narrow economic in

terest. The same is true of sn oligsrchy composed of msny citizens who csn

meet s relatively low property quslificstion. If, on the other hsnd, power de

volves to urbsn day-laborers, they will be apt to meet regularly and to change

the lsw frequently, becsuse it will be relstively essy for them to congregste.

They will slso be spt to expropriste the holdings of the rich, st lesst to tsx

property hesvily, in order to pay themselves for public service. Likewise, an

oligarchy composed of s few very weslthy fsmilies who recognize no clsim of

right or humsn excellence but wealth is apt to adopt very oppressive laws or

even to act outside the law in an sttempt to incresse their own holdings even

more. The distribution of weslth snd types of property held sre politically im

portant not merely because they arouse conflict. As Aristotle argues in Book V,

politicsl conflict seldom revolves solely sround the economic question; there is

slwsys sn sdmixture of a concern for what is
"right"

or just. Distribution and

the "mode of
production"

are politically important because they determine the

way of life of a people, their general habits
snd opinions, especially with regard

to the law.

Surely it would be best if all men could rationally decide what is the best

way of life and then foster it intentionally. Lsws sre necessary, however, pre

cisely because human beings are not entirely rational, and not all members of a

society will ever have the leisure to engsge in extended deliberations. A divi

sion of lsbor is necesssry with the result thst most men will spend most of their

time pursuing s vsriety of essentislly economic tssks. When they csnnot be

persusded to restrain their scquisitive desires intentionslly snd willingly, it is

necesssry to use force. Force slone does not suffice to produce obedience to the

lsw, however, becsuse it is too clear that force may be used to gratify the

acquisitive desires of the rulers at the expense of the ruled. If most citizens

cannot be persusded to do whst is right or commonly beneficisl for that resson

slone, they msy still obey the lsw because they see it as in their own economic

interest. Both the distribution of goods snd the kinds of property held sre sub

ject, after all, to legal control. When the laws csnnot shspe or improve the

chsracter of citizens directly, they may approximate the same results indirectly

through economic regulation.

Although Aristotle's name is justly associsted with the thought thst politicsl
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psrticipation is the only means by which human beings can realize their full

potential for self-rule, he does not advocate participation per
se.12

On the con

trary, he seems as interested as James Madison in diffusing the energies and

directing the self-interest of those who have not been educated to public service

into private and largely economic directions. Organizing and arguing or pres

suring merely to foster one's own interest at the expense of others does not

develop the highest human faculties. There is a big difference between public

deliberations concerning the good of the community, or political participation

properly speaking, and interest group sctivity. Aristotle does not merely point

out the wsy in which the privste pursuit of economic self-interest, ss opposed

to the use of public power to sttsin economic benefits, lesds to more stable,

less oppressive government. He slso points out the brosder effects on the chsr

scter of the populsce, the inculcstion of s relstively low order of moderation

or self-control, which is a reflection at least of man's higher and fuller capacity

for self-rule. As a student of both Machiavelli and Montesquieu, Msdison sim

ply drops thst concern. The question, of course, is whether we retsin sn sde-

quste understsnding of either legislstion or politics if we ignore the formstive

effects, intended or sccidental, and conceive of government solely in terms of

what it controls or leaves free from restraint.

Rather than advocate participation, Aristotle supports the rule of law in

almost all cases. The rule of law is ususlly superior to ad hoc decisions, he

srgues, because it is freer from passion and hence more reasonable. Not only is

the law general in application and so freer from personal interest or attachment

than particular decisions made in particular cases, but the law is also the product

of a prior determination of what is right without regard to particular applica

tions. If the law is spt to be better than the
legislators'

direct adjudication of

specific controversies, however, it cannot be better than the
legislators'

general

understanding of what is right and appropriate. Laws thus always reflect the

men who make them, that is, the ruling body. Good laws cease to be good,

moreover, when they sre not suited to the psrticulsr people in question; they
will not be obeyed and a negative lesson in reasonableness and order or self-

control will result. There is no substitute finally for political wisdom which

combines knowledge of the general principles of politics with observation of

the specific circumstances and the limits these place on the achievement of

what is in itself desirable. In his discussion of the relative merits of the rule

of law and the absolute rule of one man of superior wisdom. Aristotle thus

returns at the end of Book III to the essential tension between the necessary
conditions for political life and the realization of its end that he introduced by
asking whether mechanics should be citizens.

12. Delba Winthrop, "Aristotle and Political
Responsibility,"

Political Theory, Vol. 3. No. 4
(November 1975), pp. 406-22; Benjamin Barber. "The Undemocratic Party

System,"

in Robert A.

Goldwin, ed., Political Parties, U.S.A. (Washington, D.C.: American Enterprise Institute, 1980),

PP- 34-49: Sheldon Wolin, Politics and Vision (Boston: Little Brown, i960), pp. 58-63.
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Although the rule of law is almost slwsys to be preferred to individusl dis

cretion, Aristotle srgues thst if one msn is wiser than sll his countrymen com

bined, he should rule sbsolutely. He hss more resson. It would pervert the

end of the sssocistion entirely, moreover, if the better were subordinsted to the

worse. Nevertheless, the rule of the one best msn represents snother extreme

and limiting case, because politicsl relstions are essentially deliberative, con

ducted among equals, and there is no real, interpersonsl exchsnge of opinion or

equslity in the absolute rule of one man. His rule is, therefore, not truly polit

ical. If such an extraordinary man wished to benefit his countrymen, and such

a man would, he would legislate for them. Political knowledge must be essen

tially practical, because it concerns practice; yet the man who possesses and

acts upon it, should the opportunity arise, also stands somewhat outside and

above politics (interestedness) itself.

Aristotle's suggestion that political knowledge properly culminates in legis

lation and that the construction of the constitution is the fundamental political

act differs in two importsnt respects from similsr srguments lster offered by
Mschiavelli concerning the importsnce of

"founding"

snd by Roussesu on the

role of the
"Legislstor."13

Aristotle certsinly does not suggest thst the legislator

use religion to convince the people who cannot understand the reasons for his

new constitution to adopt it as a matter of divine will. He does recognize the

priesthood as a political office (1322^2-37), but he seems to hsve the exist

ing institutions in mind. He himself does not indicste much respect for the

Greek Gods or their worship when he observes thst they merely represent pro

jections of humsn chsrscteristics snd desires (I252b25~30). And he repestedly

urges his resders to svoid one of the commonest mistskes politicisns mske, to

sttempt to deceive or manipulate the people (i297b5-io; 130831-5;
I308b30-

40). The second difference follows from the first. Aristotle denies the possi

bility of instituting any radically new political order. Institutions snd laws

must be suited to the particular character of the people. If these institutions

serve to educate as well as to benefit the people in material ways, as they can,

this education will occur over time and through practice rather than precept.

Political order is not primarily s mstter of rhetoric any more than it is fun

damentally a product of force.

Aristotle's Politics thus points more to the possibility of political wisdom

and knowledge than to any specific set of reforms. Here, too, his work stands

in marked contrast to Plsto's Republic, at least on the surface. If political

knowledge consists largely of reflections on politicsl practice, and practice may

improve on the basis of these reflections, ss Aristotle argues in Book II

(i264ai-5; 1269a), it is extremely unlikely that any man will hsve the occa

sion to legislate entirely from scratch. Aristotle observes that it is ss difficult

to reform sn existing regime ss it is to design sn entirely new one. The leg-

13. Prince VI; Discourses l:xi; Social Contract 11:7.
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islator needs to know both the direction in which to move and the limits of the

possible, that is, to have full political knowledge, in order to achieve even a

small but truly beneficial change. Small changes can hsve cumulstively lsrge

effects.

Aristotle concentrates on whst we can know generally sbout politicsl sctivity

snd organization rather than making specific recommendstions not only be

csuse the
"ought"

depends on the particular circumstances but also because

what we can know far exceeds what we can do.

Even though it is difficult to find the truth in these matters of equality and justice, it

is easier than to persuade those with the power to act for their own advantage to

act justly. (I3i8bi5)

Aristotle addresses the Politics primarily to potential rulers, and his advice,

most simply stated, is, obey your own laws. Political association depends on

friendship, trust in the character, and faith in the good intentions of the gov

ernors (i295b24-28). Such trust can grow only on the bssis of experience.

The people will sccept sny government, Aristotle thinks, thst lesves them

slone. They will even serve in the army to defend it, if they are paid (1297b

1-15). The most important factor in maintaining any government, therefore, is

that the rulers obey their own laws; they must want to preserve the constitu

tion. Any infraction of the law must be immediately and seriously punished.

Aristotle differs most from both modern political philosophers and con

temporary politicsl scientists in his insistence thst justice is prscticslly snd ef

fectively crucisl in politics. It is importsnt not only to tske sccount of whst

people believe is right or their
"values,"

but also to determine and to do what

is beneficial (although not necessarily equally beneficial) for all members of a

society in order to maintain a regime. The fact that all ruling groups claim to

rule, ss a mstter of right, for the common good, is not merely a kind of

"white-washing"

or propaganda. It reflects the fundamental truth about politics.

Human beings associate only for their common benefit or pleasure, and all

these associations reflect their powers of reason. The rationality of these asso

ciations is simply not complete or uniform. Few men will understand how to

structure institutions; fewer will be farsighted enough to predict the long-term

effects of laws (1308333-35). Although most men sre unsble to live or under-

stsnd s fully satisfying life, they understsnd quite well when their lives or live

lihoods are threatened and take messures to resist. Politicsl associations will

last, therefore, only so long as they benefit most of the inhabitants, even

though the benefits will largely be rather low and concrete personal safety and

the right to own a bit of property.

Although Aristotle srgues that it is in the interest of rulers to be just, he
does not express much fsith in the powers of most men to exercise self-

control. The acquisitive desire is too strong, so strong thst in his "best
regime"

Aristotle would unnaturally and unjustly enslave some to perform the tssks of
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the mechanics rather than give the contributions of necessary goods public rec

ognition by making srtissns citizens. Short of the best regime, Aristotle ob

serves, rulers tend to use their power to smsss s fortune snd so undermine the

end of politicsl sssocistion itself ss well as the particular regime. In arguing the

essential importance of justice, Aristotle does not preach any selfless
"virtue."

On the contrary, his Politics differs from Plato's Republic primarily because

Aristotle puts self-interest first snd foremost. "To feel that something is one's

own makes an inexpressible difference. Love of oneself is surely natural. Self

ishness is justly blamed, but this is really not so much love of oneself as love

of oneself more than one
ought"

(I263a4i-i263b5). Beginning with man's

self-love, Aristotle shows not only why justice is in the interest of the rulers

but also why most men are not just most of the time.

The same desire, the desire not only to live but to live well, that gives

rise to politics and the need for justice also limits both. The limits are, in the

first instance, economic. As we have seen, the propagstion snd nurture of fu

ture generations requires the fsmily structure, snd the msintensnce of the fsmily
requires the somewhst unjust subordinstion of women. Fsmilies sre necesssry,

psrticulsrly to educste the young. So long ss there sre differences smong

fsmilies snd there will be differences so long ss there is s division of lsbor

the division or sllocstion of tasks smong sdults, including governing, will not

correspond perfectly to differences in natural potentisl. Potentisl per se is not

visible or identifisble, snd its sctuslizstion is fostered or restricted by fsmily

circumstsnce. Aristotle thus shows in psssing thst equsl opportunity in the

modern, liberal form is something of a myth which can never be perfectly

realized. Unlike Plato, Aristotle does not propose any "noble
lies."

Aristotle

admits that women need not be confined, that it is not even appropriate, in

democracies and that all contributions or vocations tend to be recognized in

such regimes through universal suffrage. But he suggests that no one will lead

a truly satisfying life in such a regime, no one perhaps but the entirely private

philosopher, because the acquisitive desire is freed, and there is no wsy of

satisfying thst desire for mere life or more goods on its own terms.

Economic desires give rise to competition snd conflict, moreover, snd this

conflict produces s need for government. If humsn beings slwsys set for their

own good, sll governments will be psrtisl to the interests of the ruling group,

however, snd those not in office will have reason to object. No regime will

benefit all those under its control equally, and no regime will rest on universal

consent. Force will slwsys be necesssry to msintsin order. And, ss s mstter

of fsct in contrast to right, Aristotle observes thst politicsl power tends to

devolve upon those who possess arms (1297b 16-20). Even the legislator who

understsnds thst it is in his own interest to be just, to benefit his fellow citi

zens (actually subjects) rather than to seek to enrich himself at their expense,

will find that he is unable to benefit them all completely or equally. The neces

sity of providing the basics, food and defense, mandates a division of labor
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which makes it impossible for sll to psrticipate in political deliberations snd

so to develop their natural potential to the fullest extent possible. Most human

beings will continue to live under laws they do not make or understand.

Unlike Plato, whose philosophers must be forced to rule (Republic 579c),

Aristotle suggests that politics may also be an inherently satisfying activity. It

is so st Aristotle's own level, however, in thought or deliberation rather than in

effect. In showing the limits of political action, Aristotle thus also teaches a

certain kind of self-restraint. If his resders do not become Utopians or radical

reformers, they also surely do not become nihilists and despair of humanity.


